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ABSTRACT

A major impediment to any nation abandoning the policy of drug prohibition has been the fact that international drug treaties to which the majority of United Nations (UN) member states are signatory prohibit the non-medical use of amphetamines, cannabis, cocaine and heroin. The future of these treaties is now uncertain because of decisions by Uruguay, eight US states and Canada to legalize cannabis use. This paper: (1) provides a brief account of the international drug control treaties; (2) outlines the major criticisms of the treaties; (3) analyses critically proposals for treaty reform; and (4) provides a personal view on policies that nation states could adopt to minimize the harms from the use of cannabis, party drugs and hallucinogens, opioids, stimulants and new psychoactive substances. It is argued that: a major risk of cannabis legalization in the United States is promotion of heavy use and increased harm by a weakly regulated industry; some cautious national experiments with the regulation of party drugs and hallucinogens would be informative; a strong case remains for prohibiting the nonmedical use of opioids while mitigating the adverse effects that this policy has on opioid-dependent people; stimulant legalization will probably increase problem use but prohibition is difficult to enforce, highlighting the urgency of finding better ways to reduce demand for these drugs and respond to problem users; and that it is unclear what the best approach is to reducing possible harms that may arise from the use of new psychoactive substances.
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INTRODUCTION

Since the 1960s critics of prohibition have argued that the production, sale and adult use of cannabis should be legalized and regulated (e.g. [1,2]). In leading developed countries, the public has been opposed to this policy until recently. The international drug treaties have also been a major legal impediment to any national government adopting this policy, because they prohibit the non-medical use of amphetamines, cannabis, cocaine and heroin. The future of these international treaties is now uncertain, because eight states in the United States and the governments of Uruguay and Canada have decided to ignore the treaties’ provisions and legalize the recreational use of cannabis. The treaties have also come under sustained criticism from a growing community of drug policy scholars, civil society groups, former politicians and public figures who have argued for more liberal national policies towards all currently controlled substances [3–7].

This paper considers the significance of these developments for the future of the international drug control system and discusses how they may affect national policies that prohibit the non-medical use of amphetamines, cannabis, cocaine and heroin. It begins with a short account of the international drug control treaties, how they came about and how they have been enforced. It then outlines the major criticisms that have been made of the international system and describes the type of reforms that critics have advocated. Finally, the paper provides a personal analysis of policies that nation states should experiment with as ways to reduce the harms caused by each of the major drug classes under international control, while at the same time minimizing the harms that these drug control policies can produce.
What are the international drug control treaties?

The international drug control treaties are a series of international agreements that have been ratified by the majority of member states of the United Nations (UN) [4,8,9]. They include: the Single Convention of 1961, the 1971 Psychotropic Drug Treaty, the 1972 amendment to the Single Convention and the 1988 Convention against Illicit Traffic in Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances [10–12].

The 1961 Single Convention aimed to unify older international drug policy agreements by applying similar policies to the three major illicit drug classes derived from plants; namely, cannabis, coca and opium [4,10,11]. The 1971 Psychotropic Drug Treaty included synthetic psychoactive drugs such as opioids, amphetamine-type stimulants and sedatives and hypnotics. The 1988 Convention against Illicit Traffic in Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances banned the trade in chemical substances used to manufacture scheduled substances [6].

The 1988 Convention formalized how the drug control treaties have been interpreted by many member states since 1961; namely, that member states were required to criminalize the possession, use, manufacture and sale of prohibited drugs while allowing for their legitimate use for medical and scientific purposes [4,10,13]. Production of scheduled substances for medical and scientific purposes has been supervised by the International Narcotics Control Board (INCB). INCB has allowed a limited number of countries to produce these drugs in order to minimize their over-production and used a system of estimates to regulate the quantities of each drug that member states can import for medical and scientific use [6,11]. The INCB’s role has been to ensure that there were sufficient quantities of these drugs available for medical use while minimizing their diversion for non-medical use [6,11].

The INCB has also been the UN body charged with ensuring that signatory states comply with the treaties [13]. The INCB has limited resources to pursue its mandate and so focuses on publicizing perceived breaches of the spirit and the letter of the treaties, e.g. in its annual reports to ‘name and shame’ noncompliant states [11]. For example, it has criticized the Netherlands for not enforcing criminal penalties for cannabis use and sales [14]; Switzerland for trialling heroin-assisted treatment for opioid dependence in the 1990s [14]; the establishment of supervised injection facilities in the 1990s and 2000s in Switzerland, Germany and Australia [15–17]; the legalization of medical cannabis use in the United States in the late 1990s [14] and of recreational cannabis use in the 2010s [18]; Bolivia’s decision to legalize coca leaf cultivation for traditional use in 2012 [19]; Uruguay’s decision to legalize cannabis in 2013 [18,19]; and extrajudicial killings of alleged drug dealers in the Philippines since 2016 ‘purportedly taken in pursuit of drug control objectives’ [20].

The major goals of the international treaties are to protect public health and societal wellbeing by reducing the harmful use of prohibited drugs and to facilitate access to these drugs for medical and scientific purposes. The international system has been criticized for failing to prevent non-medical use and failing to provide access for medical use (e.g. [5,21,22]). This paper focuses on the extent to which the international system has minimized the public health harms from the non-medical use of prohibited drugs. Its performance in ensuring medical access is a large and important topic that is outside the scope of this paper.

Criticisms of the international drug control treaties

The claim that the international system has failed to eliminate the non-medical use of prohibited drugs is supported by evidence that illicit drug use has increased globally during the past 50 years in high-income countries and spread to low- and middle-income countries, making illicit drug trafficking a lucrative global trade (e.g. [2,4,6,7,22,23]).

The international treaties have also been criticized because they have been used to justify draconian enforcement of policies that conflict with UN human rights treaties [5] by incarcerating large numbers of drug users, subjecting drug users to enforced ‘treatment’ that often amounts to cruel and abusive imprisonment, and executing drug users and low-level drug dealers [5,7,23]. The INCB has been criticized for remaining silent about these policies (Csete, 2016 #4600), although it has recently condemned extra-judicial killings in the Philippines [20,24,25].

These draconian policies, critics charge, have increased the harms experienced by illicit drug users, e.g. HIV/AIDS infections; drug overdose deaths; and imprisonment, especially of minority drug users [5,23]. The militarization of efforts to reduce drug supply in source and transit countries (such as Colombia and Mexico) has intensified violence around large-scale drug black markets and produced extreme levels of violence in some of these countries [26,27]. These criticisms have been made most forcefully by politicians from Central and South American societies that have been plagued by large-scale criminal violence related to illicit drug markets [28]. The political stability of these countries has also been threatened by drug traffickers who have made enormous profits supplying amphetamine-type stimulants, cannabis, cocaine and heroin to the North American and European markets [5,27].

The phrase ‘the war on drugs’ is a reasonable characterization of the militarized enforcement of drug laws in the United States, China, the Philippines, Thailand and the Russian Federation. A war on drugs is now being
prosecuted in an egregious way in the Philippines via Presidially-approved extra-judicial and vigilante killings of drug users and low-level drug dealers. These policies deserve to be condemned as inhumane policies that constitute gross breaches of human rights and have failed to achieve their professed goals of reducing drug-related harm.

**Radical proposals for reform**

One leading proposal for reform is that national drug policies should regulate drugs in ways that are proportionate to the harms that they cause (e.g. [7]). This proposal sounds reasonable prima facie: who would not want to regulate drugs in proportion to the harm that they cause to users and public health? There are major challenges, however, in implementing this approach.

First, there are major disagreements about the harms that different drugs cause (see below). The harms that our policies aim to prevent are affected by who uses the drug, how often they do so, in what quantities, in combination with what other drugs, under what social circumstances and so on [7]. These harms are affected by the policies that are used to discourage drug use. All these factors influence how much harm drug use causes to users and to people who do not use these drugs, such as drug users’ families, friends and neighbours [4].

Secondly, our current understanding of these harms has been obtained under prohibition. It is uncertain how these harms will change if the use, production and sale of these drugs are made legal. It is plausible, as advocates of more liberal drug policies argue, that legalization will reduce the risks per occasion of drug use [29]. It is far less certain that the aggregate harm that drug use causes will also decrease after legalization because reductions in the risk per user may be offset if more people use the drug [29], or if current users engage in riskier use after the drug is legalized. MacCoun & Reuter [30] have argued that agnosticism about the effects of legalization on drug-related harm is more defensible than an unwarranted confidence that legalization will not increase drug use or drug-related harm.

Thirdly, currently illicit drugs could not be treated solely as a public health issue if their use was legal [4]. Intoxicated drug users may commit crimes, such as property offences, and affect adversely those closest to them in ways that require police intervention, e.g. drug-enabled violence towards spouses, children, other family members and neighbours. Substantial police resources are already devoted to dealing with alcohol-related violence and crime in many developed countries [31]. We could reasonably expect additional law-enforcement resources to be needed to deal with offences committed by people who use other intoxicating drugs, such as the stimulants, opioids and sedative-hypnotics. After legalization, police will also need to minimize black market production and sale of these drugs [7].

**Removing some drugs from the treaties**

Another popular reform proposal is to remove cannabis from the international treaties so that nation states can experiment with different policies, including the legalization of recreational use by adults (e.g. [2,3,32]). The arguments for removing cannabis from the treaties are: that cannabis is widely used by young adults; that its use produces a small fraction of the harms of illicit drugs such as heroin or legal drugs such as alcohol and tobacco; that criminalization of use causes more harm to users and societies than use of the drug itself; and that the harms arising from use of cannabis would be better minimized by legalizing, regulating and taxing it (e.g. [2,7]).

The party drug 3,4-methylenedioxy-methamphetamine (MDMA), the hallucinogens and some amphetamine-type stimulants are drugs which, some argue, should also be regulated legally for many of the same reasons (e.g. [7]). These are: that these drugs are used widely by young people with minimal harm; that criminalizing their use effects users adversely; and that legalization of the production and sale would enable these drugs to be better regulated [7].

**The challenges of treaty change**

The major problem with all these proposals is that they require changes to the international treaties and these changes require the consent of all signatory states, which is very unlikely to be obtained [7,33]. It has proved difficult to even discuss the possibility of these changes being made at the UN’s drug policymaking body, the Commission on Narcotic Drugs (CND), as shown by the absence of any discussion of cannabis policy during the most recent UN review of the global drug problem [34,35].

Individual states could make more limited changes to the treaties unilaterally. They could, for example, give notice to the UN of their intention to ‘denounce’ a treaty and then re-accede to the treaty with a specific reservation, e.g. that they will not enforce the treaty provisions as they apply to cannabis (or other drugs) [36]. Bolivia used this mechanism to allow its citizens to produce coca leaf for traditional purposes (e.g. coca leaf chewing) [36]. The same path could be used by other nations to exempt cannabis (and other illicit drugs), but so far none of the nations that have legalized cannabis use has expressed any intention to follow this route, preferring to ignore the treaties [37]. If this practice is adopted widely by major nations such as Canada and the United States then the international treaties may become a dead letter.
Enforcing the drug treaties in accordance with human rights conventions

Another popular reform proposal would not require treaty change: this would require INCB and CND to ensure that the signatories to international treaties enforce polices in ways that respect the human rights of drug users and mitigate the harmful effects that prohibition has on them [5]. Under this approach, governments would be encouraged to reduce the incarceration of drug users by decriminalizing possession and personal use, and by diverting drug users involved in low-level drug-dealing and non-violent offences into treatment [4,5]. Governments would also fund public health interventions such as: opioid substitution treatments for opioid-dependent people; needle and syringe programmes to reduce blood-borne virus (BBV) transmission by injecting drug users; distribution of the opioid antagonist naloxone to reduce opioid overdose deaths; and allowing medically supervised injection facilities to reduce overdoses among street drug users and encourage drug users to seek treatment and social care [4,5]. There is good evidence that these policies would reduce drug-related harm and the social exclusion of drug users by enabling them to obtain employment and contribute to their communities [7].

EVALUATING THE EFFECTS OF THE INTERNATIONAL TREATIES AND DRUG PROHIBITION

How much harm do illicit drugs cause globally?

The contribution that illicit drugs make to mortality and disability from major diseases, injuries and risk factors world-wide has been estimated by the Global Burden of Disease (GBD) project in ways that allow the contribution of illicit drugs to be compared to that of alcohol and tobacco. The GBD combines data on estimated years of life lost from premature death (YLD) and estimated years lived with disability (YLD) attributable to different forms of drug use (and other disease risk factors) to produce a measure of total disability attributable to drugs, the disability-adjusted life year (DALY).

The estimated DALYs attributable to drug use come with caveats. There is a lack of data on the extent of drug use and dependence in many low- and middle-income countries, so the estimates apply best to high-income countries where rates of illicit drug use are highest [38]. There is considerable uncertainty about the long-term effects of using many of these drugs [39,40], and these estimates quantify harms experienced by drug users; they do not include the adverse effects—health, social, and economic—that drug users may have on non-drug-users. Most importantly, the estimates reflect patterns of drug use under drug prohibition in most countries.

The UN estimates that approximately one in five adults aged 15–64 years (approximately 250 million people) used an illicit drug in 2014 [41]. Cannabis was the most commonly used illicit drug globally (183 million) [41], and its prevalence of use was highest in high-income countries [39]. Fewer adults used amphetamines, cocaine or opioids and even fewer did so regularly. Approximately 29 million (one in eight illicit drug users) were estimated to be dependent upon one or more of these drugs and approximately 12 million injected a drug, primarily opioids and stimulants [41].

The majority of the disease burden attributable to illicit drugs was experienced by regular users of opioids, stimulants or cannabis, especially those who injected opioids and stimulants (see Fig. 1). Drug overdose was the most common cause of premature death, followed by HIV infection [39,40]. Illicit opioid injecting was the most harmful type of illicit drug use [40], because opioid injectors are...
often dependent and at higher risk of fatal overdose, HIV/AIDS, trauma and suicide [39]. They also have higher rates of other BBV infections, especially hepatitis B and C, and of psychiatric disorders, such as depression, although the extent of drug-related morbidity has not been as well studied as that of mortality, even in high-income countries [40]. Amphetamines and cocaine have a lower overdose risk than the opioids but they can cause dependence, psychoses, violence, HIV and other BBV infections when injected or smoked, and cardiovascular diseases [42].

Cannabis dependence makes the largest contribution to the burden of disease because deaths attributable to cannabis are rare [43]. Cannabis dependence is associated with poor psychosocial outcomes in young adults: namely, educational underachievement, use of other illicit drugs, psychosis and other mental disorders [44,45], but there is considerable debate about the extent to whether these outcomes can be attributed to cannabis or are better explained by other risk behaviours of people who become regular cannabis users [45].

The 1% contribution that illicit drugs made to the global burden of disease in 2010 was less than the contributions of tobacco (6.3%) and alcohol (3.9%) [46], but still a substantial proportion of that attributable to these more widely used legal drugs. The smaller contribution of the illicit drugs reflects primarily: the much lower prevalence of problematic illicit drug use than problematic alcohol use and daily tobacco smoking; and the fact that most prevalent serious harms from using illicit drugs are caused by injecting opioids and stimulants whose prevalence of use is far lower than that of cannabis, alcohol and tobacco [39].

**Has global drug prohibition failed?**

The increasing contribution that illicit drugs have made to global disease burden during the past decade [40] supports the claim that drug prohibition has failed as an international and national policy (e.g. [2,5,7,22]). This is a reasonable conclusion if the international system is evaluated against the goals set for it by the United Nations: the achievement of a drug-free world [49–51]. However, a drug-free world is an unrealistic policy goal for drug policy and, indeed, for any public health policy [7,12]. By this standard, all public health policies have failed because they have not eliminated the problems that they were designed to address, e.g. alcohol- and tobacco-related harm, AIDS and sexually transmitted infections [48].

The quality of debates about national and international drug policies would be improved greatly if we abandoned the unachievable goal of a drug-free world [7,12,22,29] and adopted instead the related goals of minimizing (1) the harms caused by illicit drug use and (2) the harms caused by the policies we adopt to prevent drug-related harm [7,12,13,26,30,47].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drug</th>
<th>Life-time use</th>
<th>Past year</th>
<th>Past month</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol</td>
<td>81.0</td>
<td>65.7</td>
<td>51.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tobacco</td>
<td>63.9</td>
<td>29.2</td>
<td>23.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cannabis</td>
<td>44.0</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>8.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hallucinogens</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cocaine</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methamphetamine</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heroin</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Has national drug prohibition reduced drug use and drug-related harm?**

The claim that national drug prohibition has failed assumes that it has not reduced drug use, dependence or drug-related harm [29,30]. There are good reasons to question this common assumption.

Those who claim that prohibition has often failed appeal to the alleged effects of National Alcohol Prohibition in the United States between 1920 and 1933; namely, that it made alcohol problems worse in the United States and produced organized crime and violence. Contrary to popular belief, alcohol consumption and indicators of alcohol-related harm declined steeply in the United States after the introduction of prohibition. Alcohol prohibition came into effect in half the states before the United States entered World War I, and a Federal prohibition on spirits production was introduced in 1918 as a wartime measure. Alcohol consumption in the United States increased after 1926, but US per-capita alcohol consumption did not return to the levels seen before National Alcohol Prohibition until nearly 40 years after its Repeal [49–51].

The fact that prohibition of illicit drugs has been national policy in most countries for more than 50 years makes it difficult to estimate the extent to which it has reduced the use of drugs under international control and, hence, the harm that these drugs cause [30]. There is, nonetheless, a case to be made that prohibition has reduced the use of most illicit drugs in the United States, the country with some of the highest rates of illicit drug use globally [39]. As shown in Table 1, the life-time rates of use of cocaine, heroin and methamphetamine in the United States in 2015 were much lower than those for alcohol and tobacco. The prevalence of past-month use of any of these illicit drugs was a very small fraction of that...
of regular alcohol or tobacco use [52]. Even in the case of cannabis, life-time use was just greater than half that for alcohol and past-month cannabis use and a small fraction of past-month alcohol use [52]. Survey data also indicate that the duration of problem cannabis and cocaine use is much shorter than that of alcohol and tobacco [53]. For example, the percentage of cases of drug dependence that had remitted by the age of 30 was 20% for nicotine and 40% for alcohol, as against 69% for cannabis and 70% for cocaine [53].

Other evidence that prohibition reduces problem use comes from Lee Robins et al.’s classic study of heroin use among US Vietnam veterans. Robins et al. showed that in Vietnam in the early 1970s, where heroin was very pure and cheap, a third of American servicemen used heroin, and 20% did so often enough to report withdrawal symptoms. Nonetheless, very few used heroin after they returned to the United States, and even fewer reported withdrawal symptoms or were treated for heroin dependence [54,55]. The veterans provided the following explanations of why they did not use heroin after their return to the United States: it was illegal, expensive, impure and had to be injected in the United States; they did not want to be arrested or become addicted; and they did not want to incur the strong disapproval of family and friends by using heroin [54–56].

This type of evidence suggests that prohibition has probably reduced drug use and drug-related harm, but it is difficult to quantify the extent in the absence of any data on what would have happened to drug use if prohibition had not been national policy. As critics of the international system argue, however, any reductions in drug-related harm attributable to prohibition have come at considerable social and economic costs for drug users and society. Drug policies unavoidably involve trade-offs between the public health benefits from reducing population levels of drug use, the harms that they cause to drug users and the social costs of enforcing them, which include criminal justice costs and the generation of drug black markets [47].

**HOW CAN WE EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE DRUG POLICIES?**

Critics of the current international system often underestimate the challenge of evaluating drug policies [4]. In an ideal world, we would conduct randomized controlled trials (RCT) that compared how current and alternative policies operated in comparable countries [4]. Unfortunately, RCTs are only feasible for drug policies of very limited scope, e.g. comparing different treatments for problem drug users, evaluating different types of school-based drug-prevention programmes or comparing different interventions for drug-related offenders [4]. The use of the RCT has been limited in even these cases, because governments do not give a high priority to implementing policies in ways that make them amenable to controlled evaluation.

In the absence of controlled trials, policy evaluators have had to conduct quasi-experimental evaluations that compare the effects of different drug policies in different times and places on drug use, drug-related harm and adverse social effects. These comparisons are often made after the fact in the absence of baseline data in countries that differ in multiple ways, and are poorly funded and carried out by researchers using administrative or survey data collected for other purposes. They may, for example, assess the effects of a new drug policy by performing time–series analyses of survey data or indicators of drug-related harm, such as drug overdose deaths [4]. Alternatively, they may compare the effects of different policies on various groups of participants, who differ in ways that make it difficult to draw confident causal inferences about the effects of the policy. For example, a comparison of recidivism in drug court entrants with that in prisoners incarcerated for drug offences may be confounded by differences in drug use, criminal involvement or both, before the two groups were treated differently [4].

The major challenge in evaluating proposals for drug policy reform is the lack of any experience with the proposed policies [4,7,30]. As noted, currently illegal drugs have been prohibited in all developed countries for more than a century, and during this period the most radical policy changes have involved the elimination of criminal penalties for cannabis use and the tolerance of small scale retail cannabis sales in the Netherlands [37]. Any evaluation of policies other than prohibition must be an historical inquiry in which we look back a century or more to countries that allowed quasi-legal markets for opiates, cocaine and cannabis [57]. Unfortunately, the effects of these policies were not well documented, they applied to very different forms of illicit drugs (e.g. smoked opium versus injected heroin), rates of drug use were much lower than they are now and drugs were used by very different social groups, and state monopolies often sold these drugs to registered users rather than commercial companies marketing drugs to the general public [57,58]. The effects that these policies had on drug use and drug-related harm continue to be debated, as exemplified by very different views on the scale of the health and social problems that opium smoking caused in 19th century China (e.g. [59–62]).

**Potential national policies for different illicit drugs**

International drug treaty change looks unlikely in the short term, creating the risk that the treaties will fall into disrepute as signatories fail to respect their provisions.
Any changes in global drug policy may be in response to the results of policy experiments undertaken in influential member states. This is how harm reduction policies towards the opioids were introduced, despite opposition from the UN system. It is also the way in which cannabis decriminalization developed, and cannabis legalization is now under way in the Americas.

The following sections set aside the issues of treaty reform in favour of considering briefly the type of policies that nations could adopt to address the very different types of harm that different illicit drugs cause to users and others. They represent my analyses of the value of proposals for changes in national policies towards cannabis, party drugs, opioids, new psychoactive substances and stimulant drugs. Some of these would require treaty change, while others may be accomplished by more ‘flexible interpretations’ of treaty provisions by member states and UN agencies such as INCB.

WHAT POLICIES SHOULD NATION STATES ADOPT TOWARDS CANNABIS?

In countries with high rates of cannabis use among young adults the case for cannabis legalization and regulation has proved persuasive, as indicated above [3,7,59]. As also noted above, this is no doubt because cannabis causes much less harm than the opioids and stimulants [38,63]. The major risk that cannabis poses to non-users is a modest increase in accident risk if users drive while intoxicated, a fact that justifies policies to discourage users from driving after using, but not prohibition [45]. Cannabis is also very easy to grow indoors with minimal risk of detection, so it has been difficult for law enforcement to prevent its cultivation and sale [64]. The fact that cannabis is far less harmful than alcohol [65,66] has made it difficult to justify criminalizing its use when alcohol is freely available, heavily promoted and used widely. It has also served as a rationale for US states deciding to regulate cannabis in much the same way as alcohol [66].

These policies have been introduced in an incremental way. Criminal sanctions against cannabis users have often been enforced selectively against members of minority groups [67]. Fewer resources have been devoted to preventing cannabis cultivation and sale than to policing markets for illicit opioids and stimulants [8,29,64]. The de-facto removal of criminal penalties for cannabis use began in the 1970s in the Netherlands, which extended this policy later to small-scale retail cannabis sales in coffee shops [3]. A substantial proportion of US states in the 1970s decriminalized personal cannabis use [37], as did some Australian states in the 1980s and 1990s [68] and many countries in the European Union (EU) [37]. These policy changes had minimal, if any, effects on the use of cannabis [37].

It has long been debated whether the UN system allowed signatory states to remove criminal penalties legislatively for possession and use of cannabis. For most of its history the INCB has argued that this policy was inconsistent with the treaties, but it has ruled more recently that the treaties do allow the use of non-criminal penalties for personal possession and use [69].

There is no question, however, that the Single Convention forbids signatories from legalizing the recreational use of cannabis (or other drugs). It is therefore clear that the Single Convention has been contravened by the United States in allowing eight of its states (Alaska, Arizona, California, Colorado, Oregon, Maine, Massachusetts and Washington State) to legalize cannabis. The government of Uruguay is also in contravention [70], and Canada will be when it legalizes recreational cannabis use in 2018.

The US states that have legalized cannabis have chosen to regulate cannabis in the same way as alcohol. They have licensed growers, processors and sellers to sell cannabis at a profit, while limiting advertising, making the minimum age of legal purchase the same as alcohol (21 years) and taxing cannabis products on their sales price [71,72].

Critics argue that these policies give a higher priority to eliminating the cannabis black market and generating revenue for state governments than they do to protecting public health [71,73]. The protection of public health is given nominal support by earmarking cannabis tax revenue for prevention and treatment. State governments have been slow, however, to respond to the increased market share of very high potency cannabis products in Colorado and Washington [74]. This was not predicted by advocates of legalization, who argued instead that a legal industry would regulate cannabis products more effectively than prohibition, which created incentives for the production of high-potency cannabis (the ‘iron law of prohibition’ [75–78]). The legal cannabis industry is also being allowed to sell cannabis products that are more attractive to non-smokers and adolescents, such as cannabis-impregnated edibles and infusions.

These developments raise reasonable concerns that a for-profit cannabis industry will behave like the alcohol and tobacco industries in promoting heavy use among existing users and recruiting new, younger, users [29,79]. A legal cannabis industry may also become powerful enough to resist public health-orientated cannabis regulation [79]. It is still too early to tell whether these concerns will be borne out [73].

There are better prospects for public health-orientated cannabis regulation in Uruguay and Canada. Uruguay has given priority to protecting public health in the rationale for its policy change [70]. The proposed Canadian cannabis policy [80,81] also gives priority to public health goals in proposing a regulatory system that will minimize
advertising and allow provinces to operate cannabis retail monopolies [82].

**SHOULD NATIONAL GOVERNMENTS LEGALIZE PARTY DRUGS?**

The ‘party drug’ MDMA and the hallucinogens, lysergic acid diethylamide (LSD), psilocybin and magic mushrooms are also popular candidates for legalization and regulation [7,83–86]. These are used less commonly than cannabis but used more widely than opioids. Their users are usually better-educated and less criminally involved than users of cocaine, methamphetamine and heroin, and their drug use causes very little harm to non-drug users in comparison with opioids or stimulants [83].

MDMA has a much lower dependence risk than the opioids, stimulants or cannabis, and very few users seek medical help for problems related to MDMA use [87,88]. MDMA can cause fatal overdoses, but these deaths are much more rare than fatal opioid or stimulant overdoses, given the small number of MDMA deaths that occur in a much larger population of users [87,89,90].

Less is known about the harms of other party drugs, e.g. gamma hydroxybutyrate (GHB) and psychedelics (e.g. [91]). Few users of these drugs report serious harms in drug surveys, but we are less certain about how this may change if more people used these drugs under legalization or if legalization changed the characteristics of users and their patterns of use; e.g. it increased the number who used multiples of usual recreational doses, in combination with other drugs, such as alcohol and the stimulants, or via injection.

The most popular proposal is to license sellers and users (e.g. [7,83,85,92]). Legislation to license drug sellers was enacted in the National Psychoactive Substances Act in New Zealand to ensure that safer recreational drugs of known quality and strength were supplied to users who were well informed about the risks of using.

There have been major challenges in implementing the policy [93,94]. The major one is that it has been difficult for regulators to specify what sort of evidence would establish the relative safety of using these drugs. Would pre-clinical studies and studies of short-term acute drug effects in humans be enough? How expensive would it to obtain this evidence? Would producers and sellers be liable for harms experienced by users? If so, how would they pay damages? How would the system reduce diversion to under-aged consumers, if we impose an age limit on legal use, such as 18 or 21 years [95]? Will the public be as tolerant of overdose deaths in under-aged users who use diverted party drugs as they are of alcohol-related deaths? Would that be a good policy outcome?

The Dutch policy towards party drugs and hallucinogens has been to allow small-scale retail sales of these drugs and to allow drug testing. This approach, which does not involve legalization, may be worth cautious trials in other high-income countries which have an interest in and a capacity to evaluate its effects, but this option may be ahead of public opinion in many of these countries because it is easily portrayed as a policy that encourages the use of drugs that can kill some users, even if these deaths are rare.

**SHOULD NATIONAL GOVERNMENTS LEGALIZE OPIOIDS AND STIMULANTS?**

Those who advocate for more liberal policies towards other illicit drugs express the hope that more liberal cannabis policies will also encourage governments to experiment with the regulation of other illicit drugs [96]. They rarely advocate the legalization of these drugs in the same way as cannabis, and this is unlikely to happen for at least two reasons.

First, the arguments for legalizing cannabis contrast sharply the modest adverse health effects of cannabis with the much more serious adverse effects of opioids and stimulants, as the GBD study shows [39,40]. Secondly, in high-income countries, the general public (e.g. [97]) and adolescents [98] perceive heroin and cocaine use to be much riskier than cannabis use. This is why, libertarians aside, few are prepared to advocate for legalizing the commercial sale of opioids and stimulants for recreational use.

**The case for mitigated prohibition of the opioids**

A strong case can be made for continuing to prohibit the opioids while mitigating the adverse impacts that this policy has on people who use illicit opioids. The opioids are among the most addictive psychoactive substances after tobacco; opioid dependence can be very persistent and difficult to treat except by using opioid agonist substitution treatment [7,39,99,100], and illicit opioid dependence makes the largest contribution to GBD of all the illicit drugs [40].

Some critics of prohibition attribute fatal opioid overdoses implausibly to users’ uncertainty about the potency of illicit opioids or the presence of impurities [2]. Impurities are rare causes of opioid overdose deaths [101], and variations in opioid tolerance and polydrug use play a larger role in opioid doses than ignorance of doses [101]. This is shown by the very large increases in rates of pharmaceutical opioid overdose deaths in Canada and the United States during the past decade [102–105]. These deaths have occurred in people using opioids of known potency, which they have used in multiples of therapeutic doses, or in combination with central nervous system (CNS) depressant drugs, such as alcohol and benzodiazepines [106], the same risk factors seen in heroin overdose deaths under prohibition [101].
It is more reasonable to attribute some BBV infections among injecting opioid and other drug users to prohibition (e.g. [5]). Rates of BBV infections are much higher in countries that prohibit legal access to injecting equipment [107], and distributing clean injecting equipment to injecting drug users reduces their rates of HIV substantially and, to a lesser extent, viral hepatitis infection [5,108].

Supporting a continuation of the prohibition on the non-medical use of opioids does not entail a ‘war’ on opioid users [30,47,95]. Prohibition can and should be implemented in ways that respect the human rights of opioid users by decriminalizing drug use and funding services to mitigate the adverse social and public health effects of opioid use [5,95]. As argued above, these include providing: ready access to opioid substitution treatment [95]; needle and syringe programmes [40]; supervised injection facilities in high-risk locations [5]; and diversion of low-level opioid-dependent offenders into treatment rather than imprisonment [5,30].

SHOULD NATIONAL GOVERNMENTS LEGALIZE SOME STIMULANT DRUGS?

The stimulants are a challenging class of illicit drugs to either regulate legally or prohibit [7,84]. Some amphetamine-type stimulants cause minimal harm and may benefit users when they are taken orally in low doses in sustained release forms to treat attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) or narcolepsy, or to enable personnel in the US space programme to remain awake for prolonged periods [109]; but stimulants can also be used in ways that seriously harm users [110]. When methamphetamine or cocaine are smoked or injected repetitively over 24 or 48 hours [111] they can produce dependence [110,112], heightened aggression and assaults [113], suicide [112] and psychoses [111,114,115]. They may also cause serious cardiovascular events in young adults [116].

One proposal is to allow licensed sellers to sell less potent stimulant drugs in low doses of pharmaceutical quality to licensed adult users who would be required to be well informed about the risks of using these drugs [7,84]. The history of failures to control stimulant misuse via prescription systems does not encourage optimism about the success of such a system. Widespread recreational stimulant misuse in the United States in the 1960s and 1970s was facilitated by the diversion of prescribed stimulants to the black market [109].

The proposed regulatory system has a number of additional weaknesses. First, there is a greater risk of harm if stimulant users do not engage in safer patterns of use, as some will, e.g. by smoking or injecting these drugs. Secondly, it is very easy to convert less potent stimulants into more potent ones, e.g. using cold medicines containing pseudoephedrine to produce crystal methamphetamine [110] or cocaine powder to produce crack cocaine [7]. Thirdly, there will be major challenges in controlling secondary markets for these drugs among under-aged users.

Prohibition has failed to reduce stimulant-related harm because it is very easy to manufacture methamphetamine from readily available precursors [117]. It is also more difficult to reduce the harms of stimulant use under prohibition than it has been for the opioids [7,84]. There is no stimulant analogue of opioid substitution treatment (OST) [111] because replacement medications, such as dexamphetamine and modafinil, are not as attractive to stimulant users or as effective in improving their health as is OST for opioid users [118]. Heavy stimulant users are more reluctant to seek treatment than opioid users and are more difficult to engage in treatment [111]. Residential treatment reduces methamphetamine use, but relapses are common [119]. Problem stimulant users are also much more likely to commit violent offences than opioid users, such as assault, that make them ineligible to be diverted from prisons into treatment.

How should national governments respond to new psychoactive substances?

Governments have struggled to respond to the large number of new psychoactive substances (NPS) that have been introduced into illicit drug markets in high- and middle-income countries [120,121]. The number of NPS has proliferated, but the prevalence of use of any individual NPS has been very low [122]. The harms of different NPS are not well understood by those who make or take them. Given their low prevalence of use, it is difficult to collect data on the risks of different NPS, but there have been enough fatalities and outbreaks of serious adverse events to raise concerns about the health risks of using NPS [123].

Some governments have imposed blanket bans on the sale of all psychoactive drugs, except for a short list of legal drugs, in order to deter their illicit production and sale. Some analysts have criticized this as a regulatory overreaction [7,124]. It remains to be seen how successful this approach will be in reducing NPS use and what adverse effects it may have, such as deterring research into the therapeutic use of some NPS (e.g. [125]).

It is unclear to what extent NPS use is a by-product of prohibitions on cannabis, party drugs and stimulants [7]. Many NPS are synthetic cannabinoids or stimulants that have been produced illicitly to circumvent prohibitions on cannabis and stimulants [126]. We do not know if there would be the same interest among young people in using these drugs if cannabis and party drugs were legalized. Experience in the Netherlands suggests that de-facto legalization of cannabis and more tolerant policies towards party drugs has not eliminated drug users’ interest in trying NPS [92].
As noted above, the New Zealand system to formally approve and license NPS for sale enacted in 2010 [93] was based partially on the approach used to test the safety of pharmaceutical drugs, e.g. by requiring sellers to demonstrate that the drugs did not cause serious adverse effects when used in the doses needed to achieve the desired effects. As noted above, the New Zealand government has struggled to specify methods for assessing drug safety that will not be so expensive that they deter applicants from seeking approval to market new NPS. If NPS manufacturers are held legally liable for any adverse effects, as are producers of other consumer goods, then very few companies may be prepared to apply to have NPS approved for sale. If insurers were prepared to cover NPS manufacturers and sellers, one would expect that very high premiums would be needed to protect them against legal action for any harms experienced by users.

CONCLUSIONS

The future of the drug prohibition policies in nation states that have adhered to the international drug control treaties is uncertain because of recent decisions to legalize cannabis in Canada, the United States and Uruguay. The legitimacy of the treaties has also been questioned by drug policy scholars and civil society organizations advocating for various types of drug policy reform.

The UN’s insistence on the policy goal of a ‘drug-free world’ has made it easy for critics to argue that the international system has failed. The absence of policy counterfactuals against which to evaluate alternative policies to prohibition makes it difficult to assess to what extent prohibition has reduced drug-related harm or how much harm would increase if prohibition was replaced by legal markets for the recreational use of these drugs. It is plausible that prohibition has deterred young people from using illicit drugs and shortened the duration of illicit drug use, but it has been difficult to quantify the extent in the absence of any alternative policies with which to compare it. As critics of prohibition argue, any reduction in drug-related harm under prohibition comes with considerable social costs; namely, large-scale drug black markets, violent crime, high rates of incarceration and poorer health and social wellbeing among people who use illicit drugs.

Legalizing all currently illicit drugs for commercial sale for recreational use by adults would probably increase drug-related harm, but by how much is unclear. Given this uncertainty, the public health risks of this radical option would be high. This suggests the desirability of a more cautious approach to policy reform that would involve trialling and evaluating the effects of incrementally more liberal drug policies. This approach will be easier to implement for some illicit drugs than others.

Cannabis is the strongest candidate for national policy experiments on different ways of regulating its sale and use. This is happening by default with the decision of eight US states, Uruguay and Canada. The US states which are most advanced in implementing this policy have adopted a liberal for-profit regulatory regime based on that for alcohol. There are concerns that this will create an industry that, like the alcohol industry, has an economic interest in promoting regular use and increasing the number of users. Rigorous evaluations of the impacts of US cannabis policies may not be available before cannabis legalization becomes national policy in the United States. Uruguay is implementing a more public health-orientated approach to cannabis regulation and Canada proposes to do the same. The evaluation of these approaches may be useful for other countries considering legalizing cannabis for adult recreational use.

A less compelling case can be made for experimenting with different methods of regulating party drugs, such as MDMA and LSD, and NPS. The regulatory challenge for these drugs is designing policies to ensure that their manufacture and sale meets reasonable standards of consumer safety. If any country legalizes use of any of these drugs, it will be important to evaluate the effects on aggregate harm from any increases in the number of users or in the prevalence of harmful patterns of use among current users.

A mitigated form of prohibition is the most defensible way of dealing with opioid use and opioid-related harm. The opioids can cause serious harms to users, as shown by the adverse effects of liberal opioid prescription policies in Australia, Canada and the United States. A mitigated form of prohibition differs from a ‘war on drugs’ in including policies to mitigate the adverse effects that prohibition has on people who use opioids. It does so by expanding treatment for opioid dependence, reducing some of its serious medical complications (such as fatal overdose and BBV infection) and reducing the number of opioid users who are imprisoned.

Amphetamine-type stimulants and cocaine comprise the most challenging class of illicit drugs to regulate. Regulation via a modified prescription system seems unlikely to reduce their harmful use. Prohibition may be necessary to minimize stimulant use but it is not sufficient, because stimulants are very easy to produce illicitly. Stimulant policy needs to develop better ways of reducing the demand for stimulants and more effective treatments for problem stimulant users.
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